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ABSTRACT
We present a preliminary design study for an experiment to measure the
gravitational deflection of electrons and positrons in horizontal free flight, as
suggestedby R. M. Santilli and under consideration for the Molise Laboratory of
Antimatter in Italy. Our main conclusion is that the experiment is indeed feasible
with current technology via the use of a 100 m long x 0.5 m diameter (inside
dimensions) evacuated horizontal Bight tube. The principle requirements are: (1)
the exclusion of unwanted electric and magnetic fields using various concentric
shields; (2) the production of extremely bright pulsed sources of electrons and
positrons; (3) the use of time of flight and single particle detection to determine
the displacement of a trajectory from the horizontal as a function of the particle
velocity; and (4) the comparison of measurementsusing both electrons and
positrons traversing the flight tube in both directions with various weak applied
electric and magnetic fields to search for and eliminate unwanted systematic
effects. The use of particles with 25 ~eV kinetic energy would yield a vertical
displacementof 5 mm at the end of the 100 m free horizontal flight, which should
be distinguishable from the fluctuations induced by the residual stray fields. The
results of this experiment should provide a definitive value for the passive
gravitational mass of the positron.
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INTRODUCTION - According to our current experimentalknowledge,
antiparticlesbound to an ordinary materialparticle are gravitationally attractedto
a large mass of ordinary matter such as the earth or the sun. In fact. the
experimental verification of the weak equivalence principle by Dicke and
collaborators[1] showsthat Au and AI fall identically in the favitational field of
the sun to within an uncertaintyof less than 3 parts in 101 . An argumentby
Schiff states that the contribution to the mass of a gold atom from the small
componentsof the K electron Dirac wave function is roughly 20 keV out of the
total atomic mass of about 200 GeV, or about one part in 107. A similar
contribution comes from virtual electron-positronpairs in the nuclear potential.
The Dicke-EOtvos experiment thus shows that the contribution of virtual
positrons to the passivegravitational massof gold atoms is the sameas that of
electronsto a precisionbetterthan 1 part in 103.
While matter and antiparticlesbound to matter are thus constrainedby
experimentto experienceequal gravitationalaccelerations,we currently haveno
final experimental evidence on the behavior of isolated antiparticles in a
gravitational field. In the latter respectwe havea theoreticalargumentsuggesting
that antiparticlesare attractedin the sameway as particlesfrom the conservation
of the total energy,elseone could deriveenergyfrom a gravitationalpotentialvia
an ideal enginebasedon electron-positronannihilationandpair-production.
Nevertheless,the latter theoreticalargumentdoes not appearto have a
final character,thus necessitatingan experimentalresolutionof the issue. Indeed,
the apparent violation of energy nonconservation could be resolved by
introducing one or more new fields, for example new degreesof freedom for
gravitation as done by Goldman, Hughes and Nieto [2] and effectively in the
theory of Santilli [3,4]. It could be that there are two flavors of gravity for free
particles and antiparticles,but that the flavors become mixed for bound states
when the particle-antiparticle binding energy exceeds the gravitational field
energyin the volumeooccupiedby the bound state. On earth,the relevantenergy
density, g 2/G = 1eV A - 3, would suggestthat a definitive test of the equivalence
principle for antimatter would need to examine either free antiparticles or
hydrogenic particle-antiparticlesystemsin high Rydbergstateswherethe binding
energyis small.
An experiment was initiated by Wittebom and Fairbank [5] to test the
behavior of electrons and positronsin free vertical fall, but its results were not
definite becauseof uncertaintiesinherentin the test at the time (1967).
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In view of the above scenario,Santilli [3,4] recently proposedto measure
the gravity of positrons, this time in free horizontal flight in a high vacuumtube
which is sufficiently shieldedfrom strayelectric and magneticfields and of sucha
length for a given energy of the positronsto yield a definite displacementdue to
gravity at the end of the horizontal flight. A relatedproposal [6] would involve
measuringthe gravitational deflectionof slow positronium atoms (bounde+ -epairs) in high n statesin which their annihilation lifetime would be very long.
The advantageof using electrically neutral atoms for a test would be a reduced
sensitivity to stray fields. The high n states would be very susceptibleto
gradients,and the necessaryshieldingwould be nearly as stringentas for testson
bare particles. Given also the addedcomplexity of a laser systemfor preparing
the slow high n positronium atoms and the questionsabout the role of bound
statesin gravitation, it seemsmost appropriateto directly measurethe separate
deflectionsof positronsand electronsassuggestedby Santilli.
In this paper we conduct a preliminary study of the experimentaldesign
neededto carry out Santilli's proposalwhich is currently under considerationfor
realization at the Molise Laboratory of Antimatter in Central Italy. Our main
conclusion is that the latter experimentis feasible with current technologyand,
when realized according to certain specificationsidentified below, it is expected
to yield a definitive result.
It is to be noted that Santilli has originated a new theoretical
representationof antimatter(treatedin detail in ref 4) basedon a conceptknown
as "isoduality", and which it is claimedyields a natural representationof Dirac's
negative-energystates without the need for the hole theory. Santilli's theory
predicts that particle-antiparticle bound states as well as particle-antiparticle
neutral objects like the photon are attractedby the fields of either matter or
antimatter, as expected in the ordinary Einstein' description of gravitation.
However, Santilli's isodual theory predictsthat isolated elementaryantiparticles
such as positrons in the field of the earth should experiencea reversal of the
gravitational attraction of the correspondingparticles in a way compatiblewith
the conservationof the total energy[3,4].
We conclude from the above discussion,that the question of antimatter
free fall may only be answeredby experiment. In the presentreport, we find that
an electron and positron free fall experiment is technically feasible. It is the
opinion of the author that the implications of a definitive measurementof the
effect of gravity on isolated elementaryantiparticles in the field of the earth
would amply compensatefor the difficulties of performingthe experiment.
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EXPERIMENTAL D~IGN CONsmERAnONS

- The pioneering

experiment of Wittebom and Fairbank [5] demonstratedthat is it possible to
obtain a sufficient number of cold electronsto study their free fall and that the
unwantedstray electric and magneticfields can be reducedto a negligible level.
Sincethat time we havelearnedhow to manipulatepositronsin phasespace[7-9]
sufficiently well to make possible the complementary experiment using
antiparticles. The vertical geometry with a flight path of only 2 m used by
Wittebom and Fairbankwas acceptablebecauseof their good fortune to discover
a nearperfect shieldingof the electric fields in a Cu enclosureat 4 K [10-12]. An
acceptablylow magnetic field effect was achievedby using only electronsthat
were in the lowest Landaulevel of the applied7-20 gaussmagneticfield.
The electric field that would cancel the earth's gravitational force on an
electron, E=megle, is only 5.6xl0-11 VIm. Our understandingof the low
temperaturezero electric field effect in Cu doesnot seemsufficient at this time to
guaranteeperfect shielding. A conservativeapproachwould be to comparethe
trajectories of both electrons and positrons in order to measure both the
gravitational effects and the stray electric and magnetic fields. Assuming the
shielding enclosureis composedof randomly orientedgrains of diameterA.. the
statistical variations in the potential on the axis of a tube of diameterd would be
~ V= ~.
Given work function variationsof 0.5 eV, I ~ grains and d=30 cm
d-v7t
would imply I JLV variationsin the potentialon the axis. Differencesin strainor
composition could causelarger variations. To obtain significant results without
relying on the shielding effect of low temperatureCu we would like thereforeto
use electronsand positronswith kinetic energiessignificantly higher than 1 J1e
V.
This in turn dictatesthe useof a flight path significantly longer than the 2 m used
by Wittebom and Fairbank.
Santilli's pro~sa1 [3,4] for a horizontalflight tube would have the double
advantageof allowing equivalentmeasurements
to be donein both directionsand
providing simpler construction. Rather than measuringchangesin the time of
flight, such an experimentwould measurethe vertical deflectionsof the horizontal
beam. Thus, one could independently determine the kinetic energy of the
particles by their time-of-flight through the tube, ratherthan relying solely on an
applied ~tential difference.
The magneticfield must also be shieldedvery well. Mu metal shieldscan
reduce the earth's 0.5 gauss field to tens of JLgauss[13,14]. Superconducting
shields can make further reductions to possibly ngausslevels [14-18]. Small
temperaturegradients in normal metals can lead to trappedflux [18], but very
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slow cooling to achievea uniform temperaturemay overcomethis difficulty.
PROPOSED APPARATUS - We arethus lead to a falling e:!:experiment
that makesuse of a horizontalflight tubewhoselength we fix at 100m, sufficient
to observethe gravitational deflectionof a 25 ~eV electron. As shown in Fig 1,
the tube would be a long LHe dewar,consistingof concentricshells of AI, Mu
metal and quartz, with Pb and Nb superconductingshieldsand an inner surface
coatedwith an evaporatedCu film. Accordingto Cabrera[18], only quartztubing
would be suitable inside the superconductingshields. There would be two such
shields so that they would go superconductingin sequence[Nb (9.25 K), Pb
(7.196 K)], hopefully for betterexpulsionof flux. One would needtrim solenoids
within the inner shield and a multitudeof connectionsto the Cu film for trimming
the electrostaticpotential.
As also shown in Fig 1, the flight tube would be configured with an
electrostaticlens in its center to focus particles from a sourceat one end onto a
position sensitive detector at the other. The de Broglie wave length of the
particlesresults in a position resolutiond=2.47taaB E-..!:.,wherea= 1/137 is the
0
vD
fine structure constant, aB=0. 529A is the Bohr radius of hydrogen, c is the
velocity of light, v is the lepton (positronor electron)velocity, L is the length of
the flight tube and D is the diameterof the lens aperturein the centerof the flight
tube.

The

free fall

distance is L\Y=Y2g~.
v

Given

L=100

m, D=10

Cffi,

v/c = 10-5 (i.e. for 25 ~eV particles),we find d=300 ~m and L\y= 5 mm. For 1
meV particles, the resolutionbecomesd=40 ~m and the deflectionL\y=125~m.
Thus, one should be able to observea meaningfuldeflectionusing particleswith
kinetic energieswell abovethe expecteduntrimmedfluctuationsin the potential.
Note that the lens diametershouldbe roughly 3 times D in order to minimize the
effects of lens aberrations.This requirementin turn dictatesthe minimum inside
diameterof the flight tube.
The electron sourceshould be a cooled field emission tip. A sufficient
positron sourcewould be providedby for example0.5 Ci of 22Nafrom which we
expect (extrapolatingto a source5 times strongerthan we have used [9]) 3xl 07
e+/s in a 1 cm diameter spot. The positrons would be bunched [19-21] into
pulsesof 104 e+ at a rate of 103 bunchesper sec. Groupsof 103 buncheswould
be collected into macro bunchescontaining 106 e+ and 20 nsecin duration. The
positrons would be removed from the magnetic field and triply brightness
enhanced[7] using a final cold Ni film remoderator[8] to give buncheswith 104
e+, 10 meV energy spread,an ellipsoidalemissionspot0.1 ~m high and 10 ~m

Figure 1 - Schematic drawing of a horizontal flight apparatus for
measuringthe gravitational accelerationof electronsand positrons. (a) Overall
plan showing the pulsed e:f: source,the horizontal slit aperture,an electrostatic
lens with aperturesin the center of the flight tube, the detectorand the imaged
spot of resolution d. (b) Detail of the horizontal flight tube, an evacuatedliquid
He dewar constructedfrom concentricshieldsmadeof AI, double walls of Mumetal, double shells of superconductingNb and Pb, a quartz inner vessel,and an
inside evaporatedfine-grainedfilm of Cu.

e:t source
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wide, and a 1 radian divergence.The beamwould then be expandedto 100 ~ x
1 cm cross section and a 1 mrad divergence,still at 10 meV. Using a time
dependentretarding potential we would then lower the beam energy spreadand
meanenergyto 100~eV with a 2 ~s pulsewidth. Even assuminga factor of 1000
loss of particles due to imperfectionsin this scheme,we would then have pulses
of about 10 positrons that could be launched into the flight tube with high
probability of transmissionat energiesof 0-100 ~ V .
The determination of the gravitational force would require many
systematic tests. The most significant would be four measurementsof the
deflections as a function of the time of flight (and hence the velocity v)
J1y(e:i:,:f:v)for both positrons and electronsand for both signs of the velocity
relative to the axis of the flight tube, v>O and v <0. The vertical force on a
lepton of chargeq is
Fy =-mg +qEy+qvzBx/c.
The net deflection is
L z'

Ay= II,

q{ Ey (z ") + vBx (z ")Ic}dz IIdz' l(mv2) - Y2gz 2Iv 2

00

In lowest order. we neglect the transversevariationsin Ey and Bx and write for
the averagefields

£=-

L %'

II Ey(z")dz"dz'

L2 00

1
A=t' ..,

L z'

II Bx(z")dz"dz'.
00

Note that theseare not simple averages,but the averagesof the running averages.
They dependon the direction of the velocity. In the approximationthat they are
not significantly different from simple averages,the average of the four
deflectionsl1y for both positronsand electronsand for both signs of the velocity

is independent
of £ andI:i andis givenby
<A.y>=(g+ + g- )L2/V2,
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where g:i: refers to the gravitational accelerationof e:i:. Since we also have the
velocity dependenceof the J1.y's,and can manipulateE and B by meansof trim
adjustments,it will be possible to unravel the gravitational effects from the
electromagneticeffectsin this experiment.

CONCLUDING REMARKS - We have presenteda preliminary design
study for an experimentto measurethe gravitationaldeflectionof electronsand
positrons in horizontal free flight, as suggestedby R. M. Santilli [3,4] and under
consideration for the Molise Laboratory of Antimatter in Italy. Our main
conclusion is that the experimentis indeed feasiblewith current technology via
the use of a 100 m long x 0.5 m diameter (inside dimensions) evacuated
horizontal flight tube. The principle requirementsare: (1) the exclusion of
unwantedelectric and magneticfields using concentricshieldsmadeof AI, double
walls of Mu-metal, double shells of superconductingNb and Pb, and an inner
evaporatedfine-grainedfilm of Cu; (2) the productionof extremelybright pulsed
sources of electrons by the use of field emission at low temperatureand of
positrons by meansof phasespacemanipulationtechniquesincluding brightness
enhancement;(3) the use of time of flight and single particle detection to
determinethe displacementof a trajectoryfrom the horizontalas a function of the
particle velocity; and (4) the comparisonof measurements
using both electrons
and positrons traversing the flight tube in both directions with various weak
applied electric and magnetic fields to search for and eliminate unwanted
systematiceffects. The useof particleswith 25 J.le
V kinetic energywould yield a
vertical displacementof 5 mm at the end of the 100m free horizontal flight,
which should be distinguishablefrom the fluctuations induced by the residual
stray fields. The resultsof this experimentshouldprovide a definitive resolution
to the problem of the passivegravitationalmassof the positron.
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